Consistently Valuable Content Without the Writer’s Block
with Lately and UpContent

Lately and UpContent uniquely address the compounding challenges
to building your social media audience by consistently surfacing
relevant, interesting, valuable content and, automatically crafting the
best social media post that drives engagement.
Find it. Share it. Right? Unfortunately, it’s rarely
that easy. Marketers waste over 4 hours each
week finding content to share and strategically
crafting social media posts to spark
engagement. In many cases, the inability to
dedicate this time leads to spurts of activity, or
finding yourself frantically scrolling for
“something” to repost.
No more.

Save 2 days
per month
with Lately +
UpContent

Consistently provide your social media audience valuable articles that help inform
their efforts and enrich their understanding of your organization. Maintaining this
discipline has been proven to build trust, deepen relationships, and fuel engagement
between your company, your team, and your audience.
By leveraging Lately and UpContent, your team can easily surface the most
valuable news and blog articles, and expertly craft related social media posts, to
illustrate your brand strategy and support the achievement of your marketing
goals. The integration between UpContent’s article discovery, collaboration, and
distribution engine and Lately’s AI-powered post generating, scheduling, and
analytics technology makes the process for discovering and distributing great
articles, seamless.
The result? Sporadic posting, overweighting original content, or leaning on re-sharing
other’s posts all cause your audience to tune-out. With Lately and UpContent, articles
can be quickly surfaced, social posts customized to your brand guidelines, and
content scheduled within seconds.
CONSISTENTLY VALUABLE CONTENT - WITHOUT THE WRITER’S BLOCK

Lately and UpContent make reinforcing your original perspective with custom
curated articles and well-crafted posts, a non-issue.
SURFACE THE BEST CONTENT TO OPTIMIZE ENGAGEMENT
Leverage UpContent’s proprietary discovery engine to find relevant
content from unique and credible sources you hadn’t discovered, in
addition to your favorite go-to publications - faster and all in one
place.
STREAMLINE YOUR COLLABORATION PROCESS
Collaborate with others on your team to crowdsource curation efforts.
With Lately and UpContent, your team can jointly determine which
articles are worthy of your audience. Leverage approval flows and
campaigns to ensure only the best articles are delivered, and the
right balance across campaign objectives is achieved.
SUPERCHARGE YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA PIPELINE
Don’t know what to share? Don’t know what to say? Link UpContent
Collections to Lately Campaigns and have social posts automatically
drafted for your team’s review and scheduling. Never face writer’s
block in creating your social posts again.
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Contact your favorite Lately or UpContent teammate to see if linking
these two technologies would help meet your goals.
Get both technologies for under $65/month!

CONSISTENTLY VALUABLE CONTENT - WITHOUT THE WRITER’S BLOCK

